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Mayor, Vice Mayor and Commissioners, 

Let me start this communication by thanking the Commission for the opportunity to serve you and the 

residents of the Town of Sewall’s Point. It has been my pleasure to serve! 

My two-year contract, which ends October 21, 2021, had specified deliverables of performance reviews 

and salary increase opportunities. The Commission is currently engaged in memorializing my final 

performance review under this contract. That particular deliverable of four reviews in the two-year period 

will have been met. The opportunity for the Commission to award a salary increase in October of 2020 

came and went without discussion. Had the Commission desired to create a nexus to the previous 

performance review, an increase could have been scheduled and budgeted for during the fiscal budgeting 

cycle, making it effective October 1, 2020. Due to the unique pandemic situation, I chose not to pursue 

the opportunity, but to remain focused on the town priorities. Ethically, I remain confident that was the 

proper decision. 

In April 2020 I earned the overall score of 4.6 out of a potential perfect score of 5 from the Commission 

during my annual performance review. Though the unpredictable year could have been derailed and 

unproductive, I continued to lead the organization with focus. 

Executing and Delivering Value  

In an effort to limit redundancy of information, I have attached the December 29, 2020 memo entitled 

2020 Accomplishments for your review. I attribute these as shared actions within a priority-based budget. 

The Commission identifies the priorities and I align the legislation and governance to satisfactorily address 

the priorities. While past commissions may have been content with a few items to address per agenda, 

the agendas I have created are full with strategic execution, delivering true business value with a return 

on investment in personnel costs. My hope is you view meetings as effective, efficient and productive. 

Below are additional accomplishments from this calendar year: 

 Cost recovery ordinance created 

 Updated restaurant ordinance -permitted and prohibited uses, alcohol hours of operations, distance 

between locations 

 Registration of town logos 

 Nuisance ordinance modification clarifying methodology for abatements 

 Strategic capital project blueprint 

 Clarified stormwater utility needs of coastal communities 

 Secured funding mechanism for stormwater study from the DEP’s State Revolving Fund 

 Comprehensive plan rewrite 

 Increased revenues via non-ad valorem methods 

 Researched and presented alternate methods of revenue to reduce the ad valorem burden for property 

owners 

 Worked with volunteers – playground, garden club, appointed advisory boards 

 Represented the Town in outside agency committees (MPO/LMS) 

As you know, I alone am unable to accomplish anything. It takes my team and your legislative powers, 

mixed with your understanding of the Town culture and desires, to successfully accomplish anything.  
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Creating Interdependent High-Performance Teams  

Speaking of teams, I think it is appropriate for me to pause and highlight the team that is now in place on 

the administrative and building side of the organization. Much of this group are new recruits that I brought 

on to specifically fit the needs of the organization and the culture of Town Hall. Being a small group, 

putting square pegs in round holes would not make for a complete assembly. The group fits together and 

qualifies as a high-performance team by any standards. It is not enough, however, to operate at a high 

level on the administrative side alone. The historic strength of the organization has been the police 

department. The law enforcement team remains strong and leadership has been consistent. Separately, 

the differing departments function well, but with limited resources it is imperative that each lean and 

depend on each other for maximum gains. Establishing meaningful collaboration cannot be dictated, it 

must be cultivated. On purpose. By design. Cultivating interdependence at Town Hall has quietly and 

consistently strengthened partnerships amongst those with tenure of 1 year to 30+ years. Outputs from 

this high-performance team are measured in overall production and personal commitment. I am proud 

and humbled by the commitment of this entire team.  

Organizing and Managing Change 

Managing people, processes, public gatherings and multi-million dollar capital projects simultaneously 

during the pandemic, along with the ambiguity of what the next day(s) may hold was daunting at times. 

My experience with systems thinking, retaining a positive leadership mindset, along with utilizing 

organization change models allowed me to effectively simplify the complexity of the times. Openly 

discussing concerns, fears and losses (with employees and residents), while celebrating small successes 

along the way, energized and empowered those around me. This resiliency of the human spirit was on 

display daily within the team. Command staff, patrol, inspector, administration, maintenance and other 

personnel, all ensuring continuity of care and service to the residents throughout the pandemic. While 

some industries and businesses were shut down, we were working harder than ever.  I led by example 

throughout, engaging the team and key stakeholders to exceed common expectations. 

Communicating and Presenting Data 

With limited resources, the responsibility of communicating to the Commission, the internal team, the 

external audience (locally and beyond) falls directly on me. My messaging has remained consistent with 

newsletters, mass emails, website updates, and individualized emails that focus on supporting and 

promoting the Town priorities and Commission directives. Content, cadence, tone, data are all carefully 

considered when corresponding with multiple stakeholder groups. I can simplify complex messages. My 

experience has taught me that speaking casually, especially when translating data to an audience, allows 

for better understanding. Allowing myself to be accessible and approachable, especially for the residents, 

has been a benefit in curtailing the spread of misinformation. I’ve enjoyed facilitating meetings, including 

successful public/elected official gatherings, ground breakings and zoom meetings. It has also been my 

pleasure to speak on behalf of the Town on radio interview shows, chamber of commerce luncheons, civic 

club meetings and outside governmental agency meetings. Another success was being published in 

Quality Cities Magazine communicating the collaborative efforts to complete the playground rebuild.  
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Contract and Salary Considerations  

Now is the time to determine if my performance has warranted: 

1. Contract renewal 

2. A salary adjustment 

It was satisfying to receive your support in April 2020 with such high marks during the performance 

appraisal review and it has been my goal to continue to meet / exceed your expectations over the past 

year.  

I hope you choose to renew my employment contract. The Town of Sewall’s Point is in great shape, 

operationally and financially, for us to continue to be successful together. 

A draft of the proposed new contract is attached.  I am requesting your consideration of a salary 

commensurate with experience, responsibilities, performance expectations and comparable industry 

data. 

I believe the role of Town Manager was initially undervalued during the recruiting process in 2019. I 

agreed to the terms at that time, as it fit my needs. After employment, I learned that two of my direct 

reports (employees) earned a higher hourly wage than I did. To this day, I, as the CEO/Town Manager, am 

not the top earner within the organization.  

The base salary I am requesting is below the worth of my skill level, yet in line with the industry-wide 

survey data and relevant local information provided to the Commission. In other, simpler terms; I know 

what I’m worth and I know objectively what the role is worth. My request of $138,000 for an annual base 

salary is guided by what the role, the position of Town Manager in the Town of Sewall’s Point, is worth. 

It’s not the highest, it is not the lowest, it is right in the middle of towns with similar populations.  

This quick glance of hyper-local Martin County data comes from the 2019-2020 CityStats of the Florida 

League of Cities and verified with the public record information of the agencies. 

 

  

 

 

Understandably, the above data generated from local surveys may not seem representative of the small 

population of the Town of Sewall’s Point. To provide you with a more focused view of small municipalities, 

I requested a separate survey for your information. That document is attached with the header title of 

Florida League of Cities Salary Survey Information – Market Analysis Small Population Municipalities East 

Coast. This list consists of municipalities on the east coast and near-by central area with populations under 

10,000 people. The average salary for those identified town managers is $138,779. Also provided is the 

entire reporting list of municipalities in the state of Florida, which offers the median range at $138,284. 

 

 

    Manager Salary 

City of Stuart   $164,800 with 3% increase in October 

Indiantown   $141,111 with 3% increase in October  

Jupiter Island   $179,611 

Ocean Breeze   $97.00 hourly rate 
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Below is a snapshot of municipalities from that list with similar economic and population demographics. 

A mix of higher and lower salaries for their respective roles of city or town manager is exhibited. 

 

 

 

 

 

The above information may seem more palatable as it is comparable to small population towns and cities.  

It’s worth noting that not all of the smaller populated municipalities participate in large capital 

improvement projects or they may hire consultants to project manage issues situationally. The Town of 

Sewall’s Point has completed the following capital improvement projects during my management tenure: 

 North Sewall’s Point Septic to Sewer Conversion Program   $600,000 

o Interlocal agreement secured 

o Appropriate bid, selection process and construction 

o One year post construction conversion rate of 35%  

 High Point Water Main Replacement with Martin County Utilities $400,000 

o Interlocal government partnerships for residential satisfaction during construction 

 Rio Vista and Ridgeview Outfall Repairs     $110,000 

 Playground Replacement      $200,000 

 South Sewall’s Point Road Phase 1     $3 million 

o Appropriate bid, selection process and construction 

Parallel to the execution of these capital improvement projects, I have led the organization through 

planning exercises, including long term climate and sea level change futuristic planning. In an effort to 

secure funding for the future needs, I have applied and received notification that the Town may accept: 

 Award for comprehensive planning      $50,000 

 Award for sea level and climate change planning   $75,000 

 Award for stormwater master planning State Revolving Fund Loan $500,000 

The combination of efficiencies, results oriented execution, and pursuit of grant funding (without the 

additional costs of grant writers each time) equate to true value. It is up to the Commission to determine 

that value and if it exceeds that of the average manager in an associated role. 

Thank you for your support over the past two years. I sincerely welcome your feedback and hope for your 

ongoing support in the future years ahead. 

 

 

Michelle Lee Berger 

   Population Manager Salary 

Juno Beach 3,442 $176,061 

Highland Beach 3,671 $150,000 (now raised to $190,000) 

Indian River Shores 4,314 147,700 

Atlantis 2,036 127,308 

Manalapan 425 134,642 

South Palm Beach 1,448 $100,000 

Gulfstream 1,032 $115,000 


